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The Rise and Fall of Josiah
Thomas Römer

Collège de France, University of Lausanne, and the University of Pretoria

In many publications, Israel Finkelstein has emphasized the importance of the
time of King Josiah for the origins of biblical literature, which, according to him,
was written in many cases as propaganda for the king’s religious politics of centralization and also for his military politics of expansion. This is especially the case in
his worldwide bestseller “The Bible Unearthed,” written in collaboration with Neil
A. Silberman. In this book, the authors present the time and the reign of Josiah as
“the climax of Israel’s 1 monarchic history” (Finkelstein and Silberman 2001: 275).
According to Finkelstein, Josiah’s reform was based on the book of Deuteronomy, the first edition of which was identical with the book of the Law mentioned in
2 Kgs 22 (p. 281). The book of Deuteronomy would fit extremely well with the various reforms that Josiah undertook (p. 280), and even the law of the king in Deut
17:14–20 would fit this reform since it “had both the sins of the kings of Israel and
the righteousness of Josiah in mind” (p. 286). Josiah benefited from the decline of
the Assyrian empire, which enabled him to enforce his “reform,” but he underestimated the strength of Pharaoh Necho II, who had, after Psammetichus, succeeded
in controlling the Levant as far north as Phoenicia. Necho II was also the king
who brought Josiah’s rule to an abrupt end by killing him at Megiddo. Finkelstein
and Silberman point out that the books of Kings and Chronicles offer very different accounts about Josiah’s end. They leave the question about the historical and
theological circumstances of Josiah’s death open and state that the Deuteronomist
who reported Josiah’s death “was clearly at loss to explain how such a historical
catastrophe could occur and left only a curt, enigmatic reference to Josiah’s death”
(p. 291).
In the following essay, I would like to interact with this understanding of the
time of Josiah and offer some other perspectives on the question of the historicity
of Josiah’s reform, the relationship between the king and the book of Deuteronomy,
and the enigmatic accounts about his end in 2 Kgs 23 and 2 Chr 35.

The Historicity of King Josiah’s Reform
It has often been argued, especially in German scholarship, that the whole story
about Josiah’s reform is an invention from the exilic or postexilic times. The main
arguments are that there is no allusion at all to such a “reform” in the books of Jeremiah and Ezekiel and that Josiah’s successors are all accused of having done evil,
like their fathers, without any mention of Josiah’s cultic righteousness, which implies that there was no cultic centralization in Jerusalem (Würthwein 1976; Levin
1. It would have been better to use “Judah” here.
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1984; Niehr 1995). The question, however, then arises as to why later redactors
would have invented such a “reform” and why they were mostly concerned with
depicting the abolition of cultic objects related to Assyrian religious practices.
Some scholars, as pointed out by Finkelstein, try to point to “archaeological
evidence” for verification of the reform, especially the sanctuary at Arad (p. 288);
but there is neither clear evidence for destruction nor of an “abandonment” of
the cult place. According to Aharoni, the armies of Josiah destroyed the sanctuary
in order to enforce his politics of centralization (Aharoni 1969). According to Ussishkin, the sanctuary was not established until the seventh century and remained
in use until the sixth century, which would not fit at all with politics of cult centralization (Ussishkin 1988). Herzog claims that we must date the construction of
the sanctuary and its retaining wall to the middle of the eighth century. The fact
that the two horned altars and the maṣṣēbôt were carefully placed on the ground
actually seems to mean that they were probably being hidden in the place where
they were found (Herzog 2001). It is therefore difficult to use the sanctuary of Arad
as a witness for the reform of Josiah. The case of Bethel is also difficult. According
to 2 Kgs 23:15–20, Josiah destroyed the altar of Bethel, but this passage is often
considered to be an addition that was inserted in 2 Kgs 23 in several stages (Würthwein 1984: 460–61). Verse 15 wants to show that Josiah did indeed bring an end
to the “sin of Jeroboam,” who is accused of having built the Northern Yahwistic
sanctuaries at Bethel and Dan. Verses 16–18 refer back to the story of the man of
God from Judah who announced the profanation and destruction of the altar by
Josiah (1 Kgs 13:2–3) and who was buried together with a prophet from Bethel in
Bethel (1 Kgs 13:30). The redactor who added 2 Kgs 23:15–18 emphasized the fact
that Josiah, when destroying the altar of Bethel, was fulfilling the prophecy of 1 Kgs
13. 2 Kgs 23:19 may be an even later addition intended to suggest that Josiah not
only destroyed Bethel but all the high places of Samaria. This passage is probably a
Judean anti-Samaritan polemic and may reflect Judean hostility against the former
Northern Kingdom, in a vein similar to 2 Kgs 17:24–41.
There is no archaeological evidence for the destruction of Bethel by Josiah. James
Kelso, who published the results of the (somewhat chaotic) excavations that were
carried out between 1934 and 1960, argued that Bethel was destroyed by the Babylonians or at the beginning of the Persian period (Kelso 1968: 51). For this reason,
several scholars argue that Bethel was an important sanctuary during the Babylonian period, taking the place of the Jerusalem temple, which the Babylonians
had put to ashes (Blenkinsopp 2003). On the other hand, Finkelstein and Singer,
who analyzed the published pottery from of the sixth to the fourth centuries BCE,
came to the conclusion that the material evidence speaks against the theory of
ongoing cultic and economic activity during the Babylonian, Persian, and early
Hellenistic period (Finkelstein and Singer 2009). This conclusion fits with the fact
that Bethel is infrequently mentioned in prophetic texts from the Babylonian or
Persian period. 2 One would, however, also have expected that the prophets from
2. The only possible example is Zech 7:2, but here Bethel may refer to a deity; see Amsler
(1988: 113).
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Judah would have applauded the destruction of Bethel by Josiah if such an event
had taken place. It seems therefore more plausible to understand 2 Kgs 23:15–20 in
the context of Josiah’s annexation of Benjamin, to which Bethel belonged, without
the destruction of the sanctuary. The existence of the shrine of Bethel after the fall
of Samaria is acknowledged by a late Dtr redactor in 2 Kgs 17:24–28, who admits
that a Yahwistic cult continued after the fall of Samaria (Knoppers 2013: 57–63).
It is possible that, under Josiah, Benjamin, and therefore also Bethel, became part
of Judah. There is indeed a very strong probability that Benjamin became part of
Judah during the seventh century BCE, as can be seen by the fact that, according to
the book of Jeremiah, the prophet comes from Benjamin but is living in Jerusalem
and that, after the destruction of Jerusalem in 587 BCE, the Babylonians established
the Judean government at Mizpah. It is therefore quite possible that the kingdom
of Judah was able to incorporate Benjaminite territory under Josiah. This would
also fit with the fact that the conquest account in the book of Joshua deals mostly
with Benjaminite territory, so that one could understand the accounts in Josh 3–8*
as legitimating the integration of Benjamin into Judah (Nelson 1981; Finkelstein
and Silberman 2001: 94–96 3). If the theory according to which Benjamin became
part of Judah during the seventh century BCE is plausible, this does not however
imply that Bethel was destroyed. Thus, archaeology cannot prove the historicity of
the Josianic cult centralization.
A comparative approach can at least show that religious reforms in the ANE took
place quite often and that kings (or their counselors) tried to enforce the cult of
one specific deity by changing the official cult of their kingdom (Naʾaman 2006).
In Egypt, Akhenaton (1353–1337) undertook a kind of “centralization of worship”
in which he decreed the veneration of a single god (for the question of the so-called
monotheism of this king, see Cannuyer 2014). When capturing Babylon in 689
BCE, the Assyrian king Sennacherib destroyed the temples and statues or deported
them. Against Babylon, he raised the royal city of Assur and tried to promote the
god Assur to the place of the highest god. He had the creation epic Enuma Elish
rewritten in order to replace Marduk with Assur, who becomes the “god of heaven
and earth.” His successor Esarhaddon, however, restored the worship of Marduk
and other Babylonian divinities. Nabonidus (556–539) apparently tried to impose
an exclusive worship of the lunar deity, Sin. His long stay at Teima (553–544) remains mysterious. Did he want to create a new capital for Sin in this place (for a
discussion, see Beaulieu 1989)? All these reforms, which aim at elevating a divinity
to the rank of a principal deity, proceed from the initiative of a king or his counselors. The fact that the reform of Josiah did not last is quite comparable with the
cases of the “reforming kings” we just mentioned.
The best evidence for a political and religious reform under the reign of Josiah
comes from the cultic symbols and practices that were banned from the Jerusalem
temple (Uehlinger 2005). Some of the actions described in 2 Kgs 23 refer to the
astral cult that was an important part of neo-Assyrian religious ideology. The refer3. Although they are much too optimistic in attributing texts such as Josh 1:7–9 or 8:30–35
to the Josianic Deuteronomist. These texts clearly belong to the very latest additions to the books.
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ence to the horses and chariots of Shamash (v. 11) is historically plausible in the
context of an Assyrian influence on the Judean cult. 4 The reform report also mentions a special class of priests called kəmārîm. According to v. 5, Josiah “suppressed
the kəmārîm whom the kings of Judah had established to burn incense on the high
places of the cities of Judah and the area around Jerusalem. He also suppressed
those who burned incense in honor of Baal, the Sun, the Moon, the constellations,
and also the army of the heavens” (2 Kgs 23:5). The kəmārîm (the word is probably
of Aramean origin) seem to have been a group of priests particularly connected
with the cult of astral deities; they were perhaps a class of priests “imported” into
Judah in the context of the Assyrian occupation. The comment in v. 12 that “the
king demolished the altars in the chamber of Ahaz that the kings of Judah had
made on the terraced roof” may be a reference to a cult devoted to the army of the
heavens whose rituals were practiced on the roofs of Jerusalem. King Ahaz had been
a vassal of the king of Assyria, and it is possible that he had erected a place of worship on a terrace to show his loyalty (2 Kgs 16).
The destruction of the symbol of the goddess Ashera (2 Kgs 23:6) seems also quite
plausible, especially if this goddess can by identified with the “Queen of Heaven”
mentioned in Jer 44. This text shows that the Judeans who fled to Egypt understood
the destruction of Jerusalem as vengeance by the goddess whose cult Josiah or his
advisers had tried to prohibit ( Jer 44:16–18). The elimination of the goddess fits
well with the monolatric tendency that accompanied the idea of centralization. It
is possible that the “historical” reform was more concerned with Jerusalem than
with the destruction of other sanctuaries. It was probably an attempt to transform
the city of Jerusalem, which had grown tremendously during the eighth century
(Gadot 2015), into a real capital. There may also be tax issues behind the idea of
centralization (Niehr 1995).
The attempt to centralize the cult of Yhwh in Jerusalem can be related to a graffito from Khirbet Beit Lei, which is often dated to the seventh century BCE and
whose inscription one can reconstruct and read according to Naveh as follows:
“Yhwh is the god of the whole land (earth?), the mountains of Judah belong to him,
to the god of Jerusalem” (see also Lemaire 1976; Naveh 2001; for a discussion of
different readings, see Zevit 2001: 421–27; Lemaire 2011: 50). If the above reconstruction and translation is correct, the graffito attests to the fact that there were
indeed attempts to transform the “Yhwh of Jerusalem” into the only god of Judah.
The elimination of the Assyrian cult objects from the temple of Jerusalem may
not so much reflect an “anti-Assyrian” policy as it is often argued (for instance
Arneth 2007); it may simply be the consequence of the fact that the Assyrians had
abandoned the Levant, which came again under the control of Egypt, of which Josiah probably became a vassal. In this respect, the “cleansing” of the Temple could
4. The importance of this sun-cult in Jerusalem is also indicated in a passage from the Book
of Ezekiel: “At the entrance to the temple of Yhwh between the vestibule and the altar, there were
about 25 men who turned their backs to the temple of Yhwh and their faces to the east; they prostrated themselves toward the east before the sun” (8:16).
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also be understood as a sign of “good will” toward the Egyptians. In a way, this
would be just the opposite action of the “cult reform” of Hezekiah, who after 701
became again an Assyrian vassal. According to 2 Kgs 18:4, he destroyed “the bronze
serpent which Moses had made.” This serpent, attributed to Moses, 5 is probably a
sign of Egyptian influence (Keel 2007: 422–29), and the fact that Hezekiah eliminated this image may reflect his forced reversion to the status of vassal of the King
of Assyria. Thus, it might have seemed politically wise to get rid of this Egyptian
symbol (Swanson 2002).
The historical reform of Josiah was probably limited to Jerusalem. Its aim was
to take into account the new status of the city on a symbolic and economic level.
Since Jerusalem was to become the only legitimate place of Yahwistic worship,
Yhwh was transformed into the only god to worship (monolatry). The elimination
of the Assyrian-inspired cult objects reflected the decline of the Assyrians in the
Empire, which allowed Josiah to annex the territory of Benjamin. This annexation
was probably first tolerated by the Egyptian king, who later, however, brought the
reign of Josiah to an abrupt end. According to the biblical record, Josiah ascended
to the throne at the age of eight (2 Kgs 22:1). This means that he did not really rule
for the first ten years but was under the custody of his advisers. 6 The real authors of
the reform were probably the two groups associated with the state-officer Shaphan
and the priest Hilkiah. This reform indeed reflects interests of Yahwistic priests as
well of state officers, both of whom were interested in a reduction of royal power.

The Book of Deuteronomy and the Reform of Josiah
According to 2 Kgs 22 the reform starts with the discovery of a “book” that
is read to and by the king and initiates the cultic changes that are described in
2 Kgs 23. It has often been argued that this book should be identified with the first
edition of the book of Deuteronomy, and this is certainly right in the sense that
the Ur-Deuteronomium was written under Josiah. But in the present form of 2 Kgs
22–23, the reading of the “book” in 2 Kgs 22–23 may in all probability allude to the
Pentateuch. Some scenes in the reform account, often suspected to be additions,
support this view. The eradication of the cult of Molech (23:10) is not based on a
law in Deuteronomy but on prohibitions in the book of Leviticus (18:21; 20:2–5).
Equally, the teraphim (23:24) are not mentioned in Deuteronomy but appear as
“pagan idols” in Genesis (31:19, 34–35). The expression “book of the covenant”
appears in Exod 24:7 but not in Deuteronomy. This means that 2 Kgs 22–23 were
revised and expanded during the Babylonian and Persian periods in order to transform the report about the reform into a story about the origins of the Pentateuch.
The story of Josiah’s reform in 2 Kgs 22–23 is indeed a complex text whose first
edition might stem from the Josianic period. Nadav Naʾaman has argued that the
5. The late texts in Num 21:4–9 attempts to give a theological interpretation for this serpent.
6. See the parallel in 2 Kgs 12 (a text that may have inspired the presentation of Josiah’s restoration of the Temple), where the young Jehoash comes to the throne at the age of seven: the state
affairs are handled by the priest Jehoiiada.
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story of the discovered book, the so-called Auffindungsbericht, was part of the oldest
form of the story, an independent narrative, which was used by the Dtr redactor of
the books of Kings (Naʾaman 2011). This discovery of the book was absolutely necessary for the original account, which needed a starting point for Josiah’s reform.
But in the parallel account in 2 Chr 34–35, Josiah undertook his reform without
any book, which was found only ten years later. In the Chronicler’s account, the
book is not needed for the reform; Huldah’s oracle is sufficient.
Furthermore, the mention of the discovered book in 2 Kgs 22:8 interrupts the
scene in vv. 7 and 9, which deal with the money that is given to the craftsmen and
the workers, a fact that also supports the idea of a later insertion (Levin 1984). In
the narrative context of 2 Kgs 22, the finding of the law book is also somewhat
astonishing, since there is no story in the Former Prophets or elsewhere that tells
how this book had been lost.
The discovery of the book and its public reading transforms the literary topos
of the discovery of the temple’s foundation stone that is largely attested in many
Assyrian and Babylonian royal inscriptions. In 2 Kgs 22, the foundation stone is replaced by the book, which has become the “true” foundation of the Yahwistic cult.
In 2 Kgs 23, Josiah purifies the temple of all cultic symbols and transforms it into a
proto-synagogue, a place where the book of the Law is being read to the people. The
replacement of the traditional sacrificial cult by the reading of the Torah in 2 Kgs
22–23 constitutes a strategy underlining the importance of the written scroll. The
editors of Josiah’s reform prepare for the transformation of Judaism into a “religion
of the book.” 2 Kings 22–23 in its final form is about the disappearance of the king
in favor of the book. As Françoise Smyth has said, “The monarchy established according to the rigour of the written Law of Yhwh has no other proper future except
that of the blind peace of the tombs. . . . There remains the scribe . . . the true servant of the book that was read” (Smyth 2000: 356–57).
The first edition of the scroll of Deuteronomy, however, was written in order to
provide ideological support for the reform. The strong parallels between the earliest
texts of the book of Deuteronomy and the Loyalty Oath of Esarhaddon (VTE) suggest that the authors of the “Ur-Deuteronomium” knew this text. This means that
we can establish a terminus a quo of 672 BCE for the first edition of Deuteronomy.
A certain number of scholars prefer, however, to date the origins of Deuteronomy
to the Babylonian period (Pakkala 2009), with the argument that the idea of cultcentralization would be a utopian invention of the exilic period. It is, however, not
clear why later authors or redactors would have been interested in adapting a NeoAssyrian treaty. The recent discovery of a copy of VTE in the temple of Tell Tayinat
(Lauinger 2012) “confirms the Assyrian employment of this text with its western
vassals” (Levinson and Stackert 2012: 132) and makes it very plausible that there
was a copy of this treaty in the temple of Jerusalem (Steymans 2013).
In a seventh century BCE context, Deut 6:4, which insists on the fact that Yhwh
is “one” (Yhwh ʾḥd), could indeed be understood as the motto of the so-called Josianic reform: there is only one Yhwh, and this is not the Yhwh of Samaria, of Teman
and other cultic places, but the Yhwh of Jerusalem. This opening of the first edition
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of the scroll of Deuteronomy was probably followed directly by the oldest layer of
the centralization law in Deut 12:13–18, which in its primitive form stated that
Yhwh had chosen his maqôm 7 and probably even mentioned the name of Jerusalem, which later in the process of the promulgation of the Pentateuch was omitted
in order to make Deut 12 also acceptable for the Samarians (Römer 2005: 58–61).

Josiah and the “Law of the King” in Deuteronomy
Contrary, however, to Finkelstein’s and Silberman’s opinion, the “Law of the
King” in Deut 17:14–20, although often dated to the seventh century BCE (e.g.,
Levinson 2001; Dutcher-Walls 2002), does not belong to the first edition of the
“Josianic Deuteronomy.” On the contrary, this passage is probably a very late, postDtr insertion in the context of the revision of Deuteronomy in order to make it
the last book of the Torah (Römer 2013; Rückl 2016: 295–318). It can easily be
demonstrated that the author of this passage already knows the Deuteronomistic
History in its exilic edition. The opening in Deut 17:14 (“when you have entered
the land and you say: ‘I will set a king over me, like all the nations that are around
me’”) foreshadows the first story about the installation of monarchy (1 Sam 8:5).
The author of 1 Sam 8, however, was apparently unaware of Deut 17:14–20, since
Samuel is presenting a quite different description of kingship in 1 Sam 8:10–18.
The divine election of the king in 17:15 (“you shall surely set a king over you
whom Yhwh your God chooses”) alludes to 1 Sam 8–12 (see 1 Sam 10:24, but also
Yhwh’s election of David and Saul’s rejection in 1 Sam 16–2 Sam 6). The prohibition of placing a foreign king on the throne (17:15) may allude to the “Phoenician”
(influenced) kings of Israel or even to foreign wives, who are considered in the
books of Kings as a threat to the Davidic dynasty. Or we might ask whether this is
a polemic against the discourse of Second Isaiah, who presented Cyrus as Yhwh’s
messiah. The combination of horses and Egypt (17:16) refers to various attempts
by Israelite and Judahite kings to ally with Egypt, alluding to the end of the history
of the Israelite and Judahite monarchy. Albertz has suggested that the prohibition
against making the people return to Egypt refers to Jehoiachin’s attempt to send
mercenaries to Egypt in order to make Pharaoh his ally (Albertz 2009). This does
not, however, provide a terminus ad quem for this passage, since Judean mercenaries
are attested in Egypt during the entire Persian period, as shown by Elephantine and
other texts. The prohibition of “many wives” in 17:16 (“He shall not multiply wives
for himself, or else his heart will turn away nor shall he greatly increase silver and
gold for himself”) is a clear allusion to Solomon’s love of foreign women (1 Kgs 11:
1–3) and his wealth. But again, the report of 1 Kgs 11 was probably written without
knowledge of the “law of the king,” since Deut 17 is not quoted, although Solomon
is heavily criticized. All these prescriptions do not give any privilege to the king;

7. According to Schenker, the Samaritan text is supported by textual witnesses from the LXX,
the Old Latin, and Coptic, suggesting that we clearly do not have a late sectarian revision but a
tradition that competes with the Massoretic one (Schenker 2008). The Samaritan reading is also
supported by Neh 1:9, which presents itself as a quote from Moses’ speech and uses the qatal form.
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instead, they are all restrictions and contrast with what we know about royal power
against an ANE background.
The conclusion in 17:18–20 stipulates that the king “shall write a copy of this
Torah in presence of the Levitical priests. It shall remain with him and he shall read
it all the days of his life that he may learn to fear Yhwh his God, by carefully observing all the words of this law and these statutes.” This means that, according to Deut
17, the king is a scribe in his own way but not the mediator of the Law. The king
continues copying the Mosaic Law, as Joshua had already done after conquering
the land ( Josh 8:32). The fact that the king shall read the book of the Law is probably an allusion to 2 Kgs 22–23 and Josiah’s reading of the book. But Josiah (and all
the other kings) is no longer a mediator of the Law and the covenant (as in 2 Kgs
23); in Deut 17 he has to read it for himself and to obey to it just like all the other
members of the nation.
In sum, Deut 17:14–20 was inserted into Deuteronomy by a “Pentateuchal redactor” who wanted to concede the possibility that Israel may be ruled again in
the future by a king; it was written for those who dreamed of restoring the Davidic
dynasty—although in quite restrictive ways.
If this analysis is correct, the conclusion is that the original scroll of Deuteronomy did not contain any passage about the role and function of the king. How
can this be explained? I see two possibilities: the first is that in the Urdeuteronomium the speaker was not yet Moses 8 but the king ( Josiah), and the short form of
Deuteronomy was a manifesto of his reform that was constructed in parallel to the
loyalty oath of Esarhaddon. If one does not want to retain this interpretation, one
could see the absence of any mention of the king as an indication of the fact that
the reform of centralization was not so much Josiah’s idea but more the program of
the high officials of Jerusalem (especially the Shaphan family), who also wanted to
strengthen their own power and to exercise some control over the king.

The End of Josiah
The end of king Josiah is reported by later Deuteronomists in a quite laconic
way: “In his days Pharaoh Necho king of Egypt went up to the king of Assyria to
the river Euphrates. King Josiah went to meet him; but when Pharaoh Necho met
him at Megiddo, he killed him. His servants carried him dead in a chariot from
Megiddo, brought him to Jerusalem, and buried him in his own tomb”.
This very short note contrasts with the glorious report of Josiah in 2 Kgs 23:25
and does not really explain precisely what happened. Sometimes it is argued that
Josiah fell in a battle against the Egyptian king (Spieckermann 1982: 138–53) but
such a battle is only mentioned in 2 Chr 35:20–25, and it is quite clear that the account in Chronicles was composed in order to make some sense out of the obscure
report in 2 Kgs 23 (Römer 2016). 2 Chr 35 retells the story of Josiah’s death by
adopting a theology of retribution. According to the Chronicler, Necho transmitted
8. It has often been pointed out that the seventh-century BCE edition of Deuteronomy was
not constructed as a fictive testament of Moses (e.g., Blanco Wissmann 2008: 204–6; Otto 2012:
263), so that the question of the original speaker must be asked (Yhwh?, the king?)
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a divine word to Josiah not to wage war against him, but Josiah, nevertheless, “did
not listen” to the Egyptian king. The idea that Pharaoh is the mediator of a divine
message fits the end of the book of Chronicles, where the Persian king Cyrus sends
the exiles back to Jerusalem in the name of Yhwh (2 Chr 36:23), which reflects the
universalistic theology of the books of Chronicles. 2 Chr 35:20–27 wants to make
Josiah responsible for his death because he did not conform to the divine warning. This passage should therefore not be used to reconstruct the historical circumstances of Josiah’s end. The fact that the author of 2 Kgs 23:29–30a is so imprecise
could suggest that he did not know what “really” happened at Megiddo, or—and
this is more plausible—that he did not want to report it. If the historical Josiah did
indeed remove Assyrian cultic symbols from the Jerusalemite temple, as argued
above, he could have done so because he had meanwhile become a vassal of the
Egyptian king (Talshir 1996: 217), so that his “reform” would have been tolerated
by Egypt. Apparently, the politics of the annexation of Benjaminite territories and
the strengthening of Jerusalem appeared to Necho as a sign of Josiah’s disloyalty, so
he summoned and killed him (Pfeiffer 1969: 306; Schipper 2010: 218). It is also possible that Necho II, who succeeded Psammetichus II in 610 BCE, wanted Josiah to
swear a loyalty oath to him during his march to Syria-Palestine in 609 BCE in order
to assist his Assyrian ally against the Babylonians (Naʾaman 1991: 51–55) and, for
whatever reasons, he did not find the Judean king trustworthy and killed him. The
fact that Necho was opposed to the decision of the Judean aristocracy to put Jehoahaz on the throne, making another son of Josiah, Eliakim, king of Judah (2 Kgs
23:30b–34), shows that the Pharaoh was still in control of Judah. Interestingly, according to 2 Kgs 23:34, Necho “changed his name to Jehoiakim.” The change of the
name is of course a way to demonstrate Pharaoh’s power and authority, but, if this
is historical information, it would also mean that the Egyptian king respected the
fact that Yhwh was the deity of the ruling king.

Short Conclusion
Although the so-called “Josianic reform” did not immediately produce clear results, it was the beginning of a new status for Jerusalem, which later became the
“ideological center” of Judaism. The historical Josiah was perhaps not as influential
and powerful as Finkelstein and many others think, as is shown by his inglorious
end. He was probably controlled a great deal by his political, economic, and religious advisers, so that it is perhaps better to speak of a “Shaphanite” reform rather
than a “Josianic” reform (if the Shapahn family indeed played a major role). Be that
as it may, during the reign of this king, there was much that set the stage that would
later allow for—after the events of 587 BCE—a rethinking of the traditional way of
national and religious identity.
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